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the 3rd character plus "-". Example: if the 4th character in a string is an "A", then I want the string to be changed to "A-". I want to do this so I can change the string to "Nelson". So if I have a string like "sQNelLON", I want that to change to "sQNelLON". My code is: while (str[i]!= "0") { //change character of
string if it = "A" to "A-"; if (str[i] == "A") { str[i] = "A-" } } A: Note: The following answer was written when the OP had the problem of not knowing what this question means. Now that the question has been edited, it's hard to see what the real problem was and so I don't know if I should edit the answer or

leave it. If you want to replace a character X at a specific location in a string, then the first thing you would want to do is find out where it is, and then you can: Replace X with X-; Or, if X is on a non-numerical character (i.e. "A" or "I" or "O" etc.), then use a function like strchr() to find it; Or, if X is on a
numerical character, then convert X into a numerical value, c6a93da74d
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